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We present spatially and spectrally resolved photoluminescence measurements of indirect excitons in high
magnetic fields. Long indirect exciton lifetimes give the opportunity to measure magnetoexciton transport by
optical imaging. Indirect excitons formed from electrons and holes at zeroth Landau levels (0e − 0h indirect
magnetoexcitons) travel over large distances and form a ring emission pattern around the excitation spot. In
contrast, the spatial profiles of 1e − 1h and 2e − 2h indirect magnetoexciton emission closely follow the laser
excitation profile. The 0e − 0h indirect magnetoexciton transport distance reduces with increasing magnetic field.
These effects are explained in terms of magnetoexciton energy relaxation and effective mass enhancement.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.95.125304
I. INTRODUCTION

Composite bosons in the high magnetic field regime are
particles with remarkable properties. In contrast to regular
composite particles, their mass is determined not by the sum
of the masses of their constituents, but by the effect of the magnetic field [1–4]. Such peculiarity should significantly modify
transport of these exotic particles, making them an interesting
subject of research. While the realization of cold fermions
(electrons) in high magnetic fields has lead to exciting findings,
including the integer and fractional quantum Hall effects [5],
the realization of cold bosons in the high magnetic field regime
and measurements of their transport is an open challenge.
The high magnetic field regime for (composite) bosons is
realized when the cyclotron splitting becomes comparable to
the binding energy of the boson constituents. The fulfillment
of this condition for atoms requires very high magnetic fields
B ∼ 106 T, and studies of cold atoms therefore use synthetic
magnetic fields in rotating systems [6–8] and optically synthesized magnetic fields [9].
Excitons are composite bosons, which offer the opportunity
to experimentally realize the high magnetic field regime.
Due to the small exciton mass and binding energy, the high
magnetic field regime for excitons is realized with magnetic
fields of a few Tesla, achievable in a laboratory [4]. There
are exciting theoretical predictions for cold two-dimensional
(2D) neutral exciton and electron-hole (e–h) systems in high
magnetic fields. Predicted collective states include a paired
Laughlin liquid [10], an excitonic charge-density-wave state
[11], and a condensate of magnetoexcitons (MXs) [12,13].
Predicted transport phenomena include the exciton Hall effect
[14,15], superfluidity [15,16], and localization [17]. Excitons
also play an important role in the description of a many-body
state in bilayer electron systems in high magnetic fields [18].
Two-dimensional neutral exciton and e–h systems in
high magnetic fields were studied experimentally in single
quantum wells (QWs), and excitons and deexcitons were
observed in dense e–h magnetoplasmas [19,20]. However,
short exciton lifetimes in the studied single QWs did not
allow the achievement of low exciton temperatures while
also limiting exciton transport distance before recombination.
2469-9950/2017/95(12)/125304(9)

These obstacles encountered in studies of excitons in single
QWs prevented the approach of the problem of transport of
cold bosons in the high magnetic field regime.
Here, we present measurements of transport of cold bosons
in high magnetic fields in a system of indirect excitons (IXs).
An indirect exciton is composed of an electron and a hole
in spatially separate QW layers and can exist in a coupled
QW structure (CQW) [21,22] [Fig. 1(a)]. Lifetimes of IXs are
orders of magnitude longer than lifetimes of regular direct
excitons and long enough for the IXs to cool below the
temperature of quantum degeneracy T0 = 2πh̄2 n/(gkB Mx )
[23] (for a GaAs CQW with the exciton spin degeneracy
g = 4 and mass Mx = 0.22m0 , T0 ∼ 3 K for the exciton
density per spin state n/g = 1010 cm−2 ). Furthermore, due
to their long lifetimes, IXs can travel over large distances
before recombination, allowing the study of exciton transport
by optical imaging. Finally, the density of photoexcited e–h
systems can be controlled by the laser excitation, which allows
the realization of virtually any Landau-level (LL) filling factor,
ranging from fractional ν < 1 to high ν, even at fixed magnetic
field. The opportunity to implement low temperatures, the
high magnetic field regime, long transport distances, and
controllable densities make IXs an attractive model system for
studying cold bosons in high magnetic fields. Earlier studies
of IXs in magnetic fields addressed IX energies [24–29],
dispersion relations [4,30–32], and spin states [33,34].
The theory of Mott excitons in high magnetic fields,
magnetoexcitons, was developed in Refs. [1–4,35,36]. Twodimensional MXs are shown schematically in Fig. 1. Optically
active MXs are formed from electrons and holes at Landau
levels with Ne = Nh , where Ne and Nh are the LL numbers
of the e and h [Figs. 1(b) and 1(c)]. The MX dispersion is
determined by the coupling between the MX center-of-mass
motion and internal structure: MX is composed of an electron
and a hole forced to travel with the same velocity, producing
on each other a Coulomb force that is balanced by the Lorentz
force. As a result, MXs with momentum k carry an in-plane
2
electric dipole
√ reh = klB in the direction perpendicular to k,
where lB = h̄c/(eB) is the magnetic length. Due to this
coupling between the MX center-of-mass motion and internal
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FIG. 1. (a) CQW band diagram. (b) Landau levels (LLs) for
electron (e) in conduction band (CB) and hole (h) in valence band
(VB). Arrows show allowed optical transitions. (c) Dispersion of
magnetoexciton (MX) formed from e and h at zeroth LLs, 0e − 0h ,
and first LLs, 1e − 1h (black solid lines). Dashed lines show the sum of
the e and h LL energies 12h̄ωc and 32h̄ωc , respectively. ωc = ωce + ωch
is the sum of the electron and hole cyclotron energies. Blue lines
show photon dispersion. (d) k = 0 exciton energy vs magnetic field
B (red solid lines). Dashed black lines show the sum of the e and h
LL energies (N + 1/2)h̄ωc .

structure, the MX dispersion EMX (k) can be calculated from
the expression of the Coulomb force between the electron
and the hole as a function of reh [1–4]. At small k, the MX
dispersion is parabolic and can be described by an effective MX
mass. At high k  1/ lB , the separation between electron and
hole becomes large, the Coulomb interaction between them
vanishes, and the MX energy tends toward the sum of the
electron and hole LL energies [Fig. 1(c)] [1–4]. The MX mass
and MX binding energy typically increase with B [1–4,15].
With reducing B, Ne − Nh MX states transform to (N + 1)s
exciton states, where N + 1 is the principal quantum number
of the exciton relative motion [Fig. 1(d)]. These properties are
characteristic of both direct MXs (DMXs) and indirect MXs

EPL (eV)

IPL (a.u.)
1

(IMXs). Due to the separation (d) between the e and h layers,
IMX energies are lower by ∼edFz and grow faster with B
[24–30] (Fz is the electric field in the z direction), IMX binding
energies are smaller [4,25,30–32], and IMX effective masses
grow faster with B [4,30–32]. In the regime where DMX and
IMX energies are close, a nonmonotonic dependence on B can
be observed [32].
Free 2D MXs can recombine radiatively when
their momentum k is inside the intersection between
the dispersion
surface EMX (k) and the photon cone
√
E = h̄kc/ ε, called the radiative zone [37–39] [Fig. 1(c)].
In GaAs QW√ structures, the radiative zone corresponds to
k  k0 ≈ Eg ε/(h̄c) ≈ 2.7 × 105 cm−1 (ε is the dielectric
constant, and Eg is the semiconductor band gap). In GaAs
QW structures, excitons may have four spin projections in
the z direction Jz = ±2, ± 1; the Jz = ±1 states are optically
active [40]. Free MXs with k  k0 , Ne = Nh , and Jz = ±1
recombine radiatively directly contributing to MX emission.
Free MXs with k > k0 , Ne = Nh , or Jz = ±2 are dark.
II. EXPERIMENT

Experiments were performed on a n+ − i − n+ GaAs
CQW. The i region consists of a single pair of 8-nm GaAs
QWs separated by a 4-nm Al0.33 Ga0.67 As barrier, surrounded
by 200-nm Al0.33 Ga0.67 As layers. The n+ layers are Si-doped
GaAs with Si concentration 5 × 1017 cm−3 . The indirect
regime, characterized by IX being the lowest-energy state,
was implemented by applying voltage V = −1.2 V between
the n+ layers. The 633-nm cw laser excitation was focused
to a ∼6-μm spot. The x-energy images were measured with
a liquid-nitrogen-cooled charge-coupled device (CCD) placed
after a spectrometer with resolution 0.18 meV. Spatial resolution was ≈2.5 μm. The measurements were performed in an
optical dilution refrigerator at temperature Tbath = 40 mK and
magnetic fields B = 0–10 T perpendicular to the CQW plane.
Figure 2 shows the evolution of measured x-energy emission patterns with increasing B. Horizontal cross sections
of the x-energy emission pattern reveal the spatial profiles
at different energies [Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)], while vertical
cross sections present spectra at different distances x from
the excitation spot center [Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)]. More spatial
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FIG. 2. x-energy IMX emission pattern for B = 0 to 10 T. Excitation power Pex = 260 μW. Laser excitation spot is centered at x = 0.
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FIG. 3. (a,b) Spatial profiles of the IMX emission at different
energies at Pex = 1 (a) and 260 μW (b). (c,d) MX spectra at different
distances x from the excitation spot center at Pex = 1 (c) and
260 μW (d). IMX and DMX lines correspond to indirect and
direct MX emission, respectively. The low-energy bulk emission was
subtracted from the spectra (Appendix C). The laser excitation profile
is shown in Fig. 4(a). B = 3 T for all data.

profiles and spectra of the IMX emission at different B and Pex
are presented in Appendix C. Spatial profiles of the amplitudes
of IMX emission lines are shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b).
The magnetic field dependence [Fig. 4(d)] identifies the
0e − 0h , 1e − 1h , and 2e − 2h IMX emission lines. The DMX
emission is also observed at high energies [Figs. 3 and 4(d)].
At low Pex and, in turn, low IMX densities, the 0e − 0h
IMX emission essentially follows the laser excitation profile
[Figs. 3(a), 3(c), and 4(b)]. This indicates that at low densities
0e − 0h IMXs are localized in the in-plane disorder potential
and practically do not travel beyond the excitation spot.
However, at high densities, transport of 0e − 0h IMXs is
observed as the 0e − 0h IMX emission extends well beyond
the excitation spot [Figs. 2, 3(b), 3(d), and 4(a)]. Furthermore,
the 0e − 0h IMX emission shows a ring structure around the
excitation spot [Figs. 2, 3(b), 3(d), and 4(a)]. This structure is
similar to the inner ring in the IX emission pattern at B = 0
[41–44]. The enhancement of 0e − 0h IMX emission intensity
with increasing distance from the center originates from IMX
transport and energy relaxation as follows. IMXs cool toward
the lattice temperature when they travel away from the laser
excitation spot, thus forming a ring of cold IMXs. The cooling
increases the occupation of the low-energy optically active
IMX states [Fig. 1(c)], producing the 0e − 0h IMX emission
ring. The ring extension R characterizing the 0e − 0h IMX
transport distance is presented in Figs. 4(e) and 4(f). The
IMX transport distance increases with density [Figs. 4(e) and
4(f)]. This effect is explained by the theory presented below
in terms of the screening of the structure in-plane disorder by
the repulsively interacting IMXs.
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FIG. 4. (a,b) Amplitude of 0e − 0h and 1e − 1h IMX emission
lines at Pex = 260 (a) and 1 μW (b), B = 3 T. (c) 0e − 0h and 1e − 1h
IMX energies at Pex = 260 μW, B = 3 T. (d) IMX energies vs B at
Pex = 260 μW. (e) 0e − 0h IMX emission radius R (half width at half
maximum) vs B for different Pex . (f) 0e − 0h , 1e − 1h , and 2e − 2h
IMX emission radius vs B for Pex = 260 μW.

In contrast to the 0e − 0h IMX emission, the spatial
profile of the 1e − 1h IMX emission closely follows the
laser excitation profile [Fig. 4(a)]. The data show that the
high-energy 1e − 1h IMX states are occupied in the excitation
spot region (where the IMX temperature and density are
maximum). Long-range transport is not observed here because
the 1e − 1h IMXs effectively relax in energy and transform to
0e − 0h IMXs beyond the laser excitation spot where the IMX
temperature drops down. The 1e − 1h IMX transport distance
within this relaxation time  3 μm [Figs. 4(a) and 4(f)].
Additionally, the 0e − 0h and 1e − 1h IMX energies are
observed to reduce with x [Fig. 4(c)]. This energy reduction
follows the IMX density reduction away from the excitation
spot. The density reduction can lower IX energy due to interaction and localization in the minima of disorder potential. IMXs
have a built-in dipole moment ∼ed and interact repulsively.
The repulsive IMX interaction causes the reduction of the IMX
energy with reducing density. In contrast, direct Ne − Nh MXs
in single QWs are essentially noninteracting particles and their
energy practically does not depend on their density [13,20].
Figures 4(e) and 4(f) also show that the 0e − 0h IMX transport distance reduces with B. This effect is explained below in
terms of the enhancement of the MX mass. The reduction of
the IMX transport distance causes the IMX accumulation in the
excitation spot area. The IMX accumulation contributes to the
observed enhancement of both the IMX emission intensity and
energy in the excitation spot area with increasing B [Fig. 2].
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FIG. 5. (a) Optical transition energies of k = 0 single MX states
measured from the band gap vs B calculated using a multi-sublevel approach. (b) Calculated 0e − 0h IMX mass renormalization
due to the magnetic field (c) Simulated ring radius R, defined
as the half width at half maximum of IPL shown in (f), vs B
∞
for different injection rates, P = 2π 0 (r)r dr with P(0) =
−1
0.58 ns . Spatial profiles of the (d) density, (e) diffusion coefficient,
and (f) emission intensity of 0e − 0h IMX from solving Eqs. (3)
and (4) for different B with injection rate P = 260P(0) and
Tbath = 0.5 K.

We note also that IX emission patterns may contain the
inner ring, which forms due to IX transport and thermalization
[41–44], and external ring, which forms on the interface
between the hole-rich and electron-rich regions [41,45–49].
The data presented in Fig. 6 show that the external ring and
the presence of the charge-rich regions associated with it play
no major role in the IMX transport and relaxation phenomena
described in this paper.
III. THEORY

The following two-body Hamiltonian is used to describe
MXs in CQWs under external bias:
Ĥ (re ,rh ) = Ĥe (re ) + Ĥh (rh ) −

e2
+ Eg .
ε|re − rh |

(1)

Here, re(h) and Ĥe(h) are the electron (hole) coordinates and
single-particle Hamiltonians, respectively. The latter are given
by
1
(z)p̂e(h) (r) + Ue(h) (z).
Ĥe(h) (r) = p̂e(h) (r) m̂−1
2 e(h)

(2)

The magnetic field B contributes to the momentum operators p̂e(h) (r) = −ih̄∇r ± (e/c)A(r) via the magnetic vector

potential A. The mass tensor m̂e(h) (z) contains the electron
(hole) effective masses which are step functions along z due
to the QW heterostructure [Fig. 1(a)]. Ue(h) (z) contain the QW
confinement and the potential due to the applied electric field.
The third term in Eq. (1) is the e-h Coulomb interaction. After
a factorization of the wave function to separate the in-plane
center of mass and relative coordinates [30], eigenstates of the
Hamiltonian describing the relative motion of an exciton with
k = 0 are found using a multi-sub-level approach [32,50]. This
allows the extraction of the B-field dependence of the k = 0
IMX energy, EIMX , and radiative lifetime, τR . Treating k as a
perturbation, we then use perturbation theory to second order
to determine the exciton in-plane effective mass enhancement
due to the magnetic field, M(B), see [32] and Appendix A
for details. Note, however, that with respect to B, this is a
full nonperturbative calculation of M(B). The computed EIMX
and M(B) are in agreement with the measured EIMX [compare
Figs. 5(a) and 4(d)] and M(B) [compare Fig. 5(b) and M(B)
in Refs. [4,31]].
The B dependence of the ring in the IMX emission pattern is
simulated by combining the microscopic description of a single
IMX with a model of IMX transport and thermalization. The
following set of coupled equations was solved for the 0e − 0h
IMX density n(r,t) and temperature T (r,t) in the space-time
(r,t) domain:
∂n
n
= ∇[D∇n + μx n∇(u0 n)] +  − ,
∂t
τ
∂T
= Spump − Sphonon .
∂t

(3)
(4)

The two terms in square brackets in the transport equation (3)
describe IMX diffusion and drift currents. The latter originates
from the repulsive dipolar interactions approximated by
u0 = 4π e2 d/ε within the model [43]. The diffusion coefficient
D and mobility μx are related by a generalized Einstein
relation, μx = D(eT0 /T − 1)/(kB T0 ). An expression for D is
derived using a thermionic model to account for the screening
of the random QW disorder potential by dipolar excitons
[42–44]. D is inversely proportional to the exciton mass M.
The enhancement of M with B describes the magnetic field
induced reduction in exciton transport. The last two terms on
the right-hand side of Eq. (3) describe creation and decay of
excitons. (r) has a Gaussian profile chosen to match the
excitation beam. The optical lifetime τ is the product of τR
and a factor that accounts for the fraction of excitons that are
inside the radiative zone. The effects of IMXs in higher levels
are included via , since they relax to the 0e − 0h level within
the excitation region.
The thermalization equation (4) describes the balance
between heating of excitons by nonresonant photoexcitation
and cooling via interaction with bulk longitudinal acoustic
(LA) phonons. Both rates are modified by the magnetic field
due to their dependence on M(B). The emission intensity is
extracted from n/τ . In the simulations, Tbath = 0.5 K was used
to avoid the excessive computation times incurred by the dense
grids needed to handle the strongly nonlinear terms in Eqs. (3)
and (4) that are most prominent at low T . In the temperature
range Tbath = 0.5–1 K, the results of the model are qualitatively
similar with the ring radius only slowly varying with T .
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Modifying the computations for lower Tbath forms the subject
of future work. Details of the transport and thermalization
model including parameters and expressions for D, τ , Spump ,
and Sphonon can be found in Appendix B.
The simulations show the ring in the IMX emission pattern
[Fig. 5(f)] in agreement with the experiment [Figs. 2, 3(b), 3(d),
and 4(a)]. The increase of the IMX mass causes the reduction
of the IMX diffusion coefficient [Fig. 5(e)], contributing to the
reduction of the IMX transport distance with magnetic field
[Fig. 5(c)]. The measured and simulated reductions of the IMX
transport distance with magnetic field are in good agreement
[compare Figs. 4(e) and 5(c)].
IV. SUMMARY

We measured transport of cold bosons in high magnetic
fields in a system of indirect excitons. Indirect magnetoexcitons were observed to be localized at low exciton densities
and delocalized at high exciton densities. Ring and bell-like
emission patterns were observed for indirect magnetoexcitons
at different Landau levels as well as a reduction of the
indirect magnetoexciton transport distance with magnetic
field. The observations were explained within a model based
on magnetoexciton effective mass enhancement, transport and
energy relaxation.

number m = 0:
Ĥ0 (ρ,ze ,zh ) = −
−



e2 B 2 ρ 2
h̄2 ∂ 2
1 ∂
+
+
2
2μ ∂ρ
ρ ∂ρ
8μc2
e2
ε ρ 2 + (ze − zh )2

+ Ĥe⊥ (ze ) + Ĥh⊥ (zh ) + Eg .

(A3)

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (A3) is the kinetic
operator of the e-h relative motion with ρ = |ρ| being the
radial coordinate in the QW plane and 1/μ = 1/me + 1/mh
being the exciton in-plane reduced mass. We neglect any z
dependence of the in-plane component of the electron (hole)
mass me(h) which is justified by low mass contrast in the structure considered here and a minor contribution of the electron
and hole wave functions outside the well regions. The second
and third terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (A3) are the
potentials due to the magnetic field and the electron-hole
Coulomb interaction, respectively. Eg is the semiconductor
band-gap energy. φs (ρ,ze ,zh ) are calculated using a multisub-level approach [32,50]. This entails expanding the wave
function into the basis of Coulomb-uncorrelated electron-hole
pair states:
(s)
l (ze ,zh )ϕl (ρ).

φs (ρ,ze ,zh ) =

(A4)

l
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Optically active eigenstates of the exciton Hamiltonian have
zero angular momentum and their wave functions, (re ,rh ),
are found by first separating the in-plane center of mass
and relative coordinates (R and ρ, respectively) using the
substitution [1,30]
= ψP (ρ,R)φs (ρ,ze ,zh ),

 R
e
.
ψP (ρ,R) = exp i P + A(ρ) ·
c
h̄

⊥
(z) = −
Ĥe(h)

(A1)
(A2)

Here, the index s labels the exciton quantized states and P is
the in-plane center-of-mass momentum. We use a cylindrical
coordinate system (ρ,z) with ze(h) being the electron (hole)
coordinates in the QW growth direction. For a magnetic
field B = B êz along z, one can use the symmetric gauge
for the vector potential A(r) = 12 B × r. The wave functions
φs (ρ,ze ,zh ) describe the internal structure of the exciton and
are eigenstates of the Hamiltonian with magnetic quantum

1
∂
h̄2 ∂
+ Ue(h) (z),
⊥
2 ∂z me(h) (z) ∂z

(A5)

where m⊥
e(h) (z) is the perpendicular component of the electron
(hole) mass. For each exciton state s, we calculate the transition
TABLE I. Parameters of the model.
Parameter

APPENDIX A: MICROSCOPIC MODEL
OF INDIRECT EXCITONS

s (re ,rh )

Each pair state, l (ze ,zh ), is the product of single-particle
electron and hole wave functions which themselves are
eigenstates of the perpendicular motion Hamiltonians:

ε
Eg
m⊥
e (z)
m⊥
h (z)
Mx
μ

dcv
Fz
Einc
d
Ddp
dQW
D0
α
ρc
νLA
U0

125304-5

Definition

Value

Relative permittivity
GaAs band gap
Electron mass in QW
Electron mass in barrier
Hole mass in QW
Hole mass in barrier
In-plane exciton mass
In-plane reduced exciton mass
Exciton magnetic dipole mass
Dipole matrix element
Applied electric field
Energy of incoming excitons
IMX dipole length
Deformation potential
QW width
Diffusion coefficient without disorder
Aperture angle of the CCD
Crystal density of GaAs
Sound velocity in GaAs
Amplitude of the disorder potential

12.1
1.519 eV
0.0665 m0
0.0941 m0
0.34 m0
0.48 m0
0.22 m0
0.049 m0
0.11 m0
0.6 nm
21.8 kV/cm
12.9 meV
11.5 nm
8.8 eV
8 nm
30 cm2 /s
30◦
5.3 g/cm3
3.7×105 cm/s
2 meV
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FIG. 6. (a–c) IMX emission for several B at Pex = 260 μW. The external ring is visible in (c). It is indicated by the white arrow. (d) Radius
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energy Ex and radial components of the wave functions ϕl(s) (ρ)
using a matrix generalization of the shooting method with
Numerov’s algorithm incorporated in the finite difference
scheme. From the full solution Eq. (A4), we extract the IMX
radiative lifetime from the overlap of the electron and hole
wave functions, given as
2

1
2π e2 |dcv |2 Ex
=
√
τR
h̄2 c ε

ϕl(0) (0)

l (z,z) dz

(A6)

.

redshift of the indirect exciton energy with respect to electric
field [26].
To calculate the exciton effective mass enhancement due
to the magnetic field, we treat P as a small parameter
and use perturbation theory up to second order. Neglecting
nonparabolicity of the exciton band, we find the correction to
the exciton energy proportional to |P|2 , and for state s, the
renormalized effective mass Ms is given by

l

In addition, we find the exciton dipole moment | ze − zh |.
For high electric fields considered here, the calculated dipole
moment is almost constant and close to the value d = 11.5 nm
that was measured experimentally from the gradient of the
0

1

2

B (T)

2

1
1
2e
=
+2
Ms (B)
Mx
Mx c|P|

| s,0|P·A(ρ)|j,m |2
Es − Ej(m)

j
m=±1

(A7)
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FIG. 7. Spatial profiles of the MX emission at different energies for several B and Pex . Laser excitation profile is shown in Fig. 10.
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Here, Mx is the exciton mass in the absence of magnetic
field. The state |j,m with m = ±1 and energy Ej(m) is the
eigenstate of the Hamiltonian that is modified to include
angular momentum:
Ĥm = Ĥ0 +

Sphonon =

h̄2 m2
eh̄mB
.
+
2μρ 2
2c

(A8)

Here 1/ = 1/me − 1/mh is the magnetic dipole mass. The
summation on the right-hand side of Eq. (A7) converges
rapidly and, for the exciton ground state (s = 0), about 30
terms are needed to achieve high accuracy. We define M(B) =
M0 (B) as the mass of the exciton ground (IMX) state.
APPENDIX B: TRANSPORT AND THERMALIZATION
MODEL OF THE EXCITON INNER RING

A thermionic model to account for the transport of excitons
in a random QW disorder potential gives the exciton diffusion
coefficient, used in Eq. (3) in the main text, as


−U0
Mx
D = D0
exp
.
(B1)
M(B)
u0 n + kB T
Here U0 /2 is the amplitude of the disorder potential and D0
is the diffusion coefficient in the absence of disorder with
B = 0. This model describes effective screening of the
disorder potential by repulsively interacting dipolar excitons.

0

The cooling rate of a quasiequilibrium exciton gas by
interaction with a bath of bulk LA phonons is

1

∞

×
1

×

√
ε |F (a ε(ε − 1))|2
ε
ε − 1 eεE0 /kB Tbath − 1

eεE0 /kB Tbath − eεE0 /kB T
dε,
eεE0 /kB T + e−T0 /T − 1

(B2)

2
where τsc = (π 2h̄4 ρc )/(Ddp
M 3 (B)νLA ) is the characteristic
2
is the
exciton-phonon scattering time and E0 = 2M(B)νLA
intersection of the exciton and LA-phonon dispersions. ρc is
the crystal density, Ddp is the deformation potential of the
exciton–LA-phonon interaction, and νLA is the sound velocity.
The form factor F originates from an infinite rectangular QW
confinement potential for the exciton and is given by

F (x) =

eix
sin(x)
,
x 1 − (x/π )2

(B3)

and a = dQW M(B)νLA /h̄ is a dimensionless constant with dQW
being the QW thickness.

B (T)

2

2π T 2
(1 − e−T0 /T )
τsc T0
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FIG. 8. MX spectra at different distances x from the excitation spot center for several B and Pex . Laser excitation profile is shown in Fig. 10.
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FIG. 9. Summary of fits of IMX lines and low-energy bulk emission. (a) Spectral cuts of raw data. Gaussian fits of the 0e − 0h (b) and
1e − 1h (c) IMX spectra. (d) Individual (red) and sum (blue) of the IMX lines and bulk emission compared to raw data (black) at x = 0. For
all data Pex = 260 μW, B = 7 T.

where Einc is the excess energy of incoming excitons. The
integrals I1(2) (T0 /T ) are
I1 = (1 − e−T0 /T )
∞

I2 = e−T0 /T
0

∞

z

dz,
+
−1
zez
dz.
z
−T
(e + e 0 /T − 1)2
0

ez

e−T0 /T

(B5)
(B6)

Finally, the optical decay rate of excitons is given by


Eγ
1
(z0 ) =
τR (B) 2kB T0
×

1
z0

1 + z2
dz.
2
[(eEγ /kB T )/(1 − e−T0 /T )]e−z Eγ /kB T − 1
(B7)

The energy Eγ marks the exciton energy 12h̄2 k 2 /M(B) at
the intersection of the exciton dispersion and the photon
dispersion. We find the optical lifetime τ = 1/ (z0 = 0) and
photoluminescence intensity IPL = [z0 = 1 − sin2 (α/2)]n.
In the latter, the lower limit of integration takes into account
the finite aperture angle of the CCD, α.
In the transport and thermalization model outlined here, the
dependence on magnetic field enters via M(B), Ex (B), and
τR (B) as explicitly indicated. It also enters the model via the
quantum degeneracy temperature T0 = 2πh̄2 n/(gkB M(B)).
Table I lists the parameters used.
APPENDIX C: ANALYSIS AND DATA

IX emission patterns may contain the inner ring, which
forms due to IX transport and thermalization [41–44], and
external ring, which forms on the interface between the
hole-rich and electron-rich regions [41,45–49]. For all Pex
studied here, the external ring is not observed at B =
0. It is observed in magnetic fields for the two highest
studied excitation powers, at B  Bext−ring ∼ 3 T for Pex =
260 μW and at B  Bext−ring ∼ 6 T for Pex = 75 μW (Fig. 6).
For low studied Pex < 75 μW and for the high Pex = 75
and 260 μW at B < Bext−ring , the external ring is not observed
(its radius is smaller than the inner ring radius), so the inner

ring is beyond the hole-rich region. In contrast, for Pex = 75
and 260 μW and B > Bext−ring , the external ring forms
(Fig. 6) and the inner ring is within the hole-rich region.
However, in both these regimes, all observed phenomena,
including the inner ring in 0e − 0h IMX emission beyond
the laser excitation spot, the bell-like pattern of the 1e − 1h
IMX emission closely following the laser excitation spot,
and the reduction of the 0e − 0h IMX transport distance
with increasing magnetic field, are essentially the same. This
indicates that the external ring as well as the presence of the
hole-rich region associated with it play no major role in the
IMX transport and relaxation phenomena described in this
paper. An effect of the external ring can be seen in an increase
of the apparent inner ring radius when the external ring passes
through the inner ring, such increase is observed, e.g., for
Pex = 260 μW around B = 3 T [Fig. 6(d)].
Spatial profiles and spectra of the IMX emission at different
B and Pex are presented in Figs. 7 and 8. Emission of bulk
n+ − GaAs layers is observed at low energies. The profiles
of bulk, 0e − 0h , and 1e − 1h emission lines were separated
as shown in Fig. 9. The bulk emission is subtracted from
the spectra presented in Fig. 3. The amplitudes, energies, and
spatial extensions of the 0e − 0h and 1e − 1h IMX emission
lines are presented in Fig. 4. Figure 10 shows amplitude of
emission intensity of 0e − 0h and 1e − 1h IMXs for several B.
(a)

IPL (a.u.)

The heating rate due to injection of high-energy excitons
by nonresonant laser excitation is given by


πh̄2
Einc − kB T I2
(r)
(B4)
Spump =
2kB T I1 − kB T0 I2 2kB M(B)

0e-0h

(b)
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FIG. 10. Amplitude of emission intensity of 0e − 0h (a) and
1e − 1h (b) IMXs for several B. Dashed line shows laser excitation
profile. Pex = 260 μW for all data.
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